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Although observational protocols have been developed that assess different aspects of science teaching, none of the protocols existing in the literature address the principles of effective chemistry instruction guided by Johnstone’s triangle of macroscopic, symbolic, and particulate representations of matter (Johnstone, 1991). We developed our own protocol, the Representations in Chemistry Instruction (RICI) protocol, to meet this need. RICI’s research-based indicators include: (1) who used the representations (teacher or student) during instruction; (2) the role of representations in improving conceptual understanding; (3) the quality of discourse around the representations; and (4) the degree to which different representations (macroscopic, symbolic and particulate) were integrated in the lesson. The protocol was evaluated for face validity by a panel of chemistry education researchers and for reliability with evaluation of paired observations by two researchers, resulting in a Cohen’s kappa of 0.71. The RICI protocol, used with an inquiry-based instruction observation protocol, like the similarly formatted EQUIP (Marshall et al., 2009), can evaluate the quality of secondary chemistry instruction for education researchers and professional development leaders, provide feedback to chemistry teachers for professional growth, and serve as a model for effective use of representations in chemistry instruction.

Observer documentation of instructional practices and the complex discourse that occurs in secondary chemistry classrooms is very challenging. One solution has been to create observation protocols framed around research-based teaching practices, such as the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) (Sawada et al., 2002). Over the past decade a number of such protocols have been developed for science instruction; however, no instrument has been either developed for or recommended specifically for chemistry. As such, the goal of this project was to develop an observation protocol having a particular interest in the features that best meet the unique needs of documenting and evaluating inquiry-based secondary chemistry instruction and classroom discourse. Moreover, we wanted to develop a protocol to use alongside previously published inquiry-based teaching observation protocols.

Background

Rising Above the Gathering Storm (NRC, 2007) strongly recommended improving primary and secondary science and mathematics education in order to increase America’s talent pool in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), because these subject areas are critical to our country’s global competitiveness. This report led to increased discussion about measuring the quality of instruction in STEM classrooms because there is considerable agreement in the literature that instructional quality affects student learning more than any other in-school factor (Kane and Staiger, 2012). Previous research has demonstrated that teachers’ self-report data on the frequency of reform-oriented instructional practices meet reasonable standards of validity and reliability, but teachers are clearly not in a position to judge the quality of their own instruction (Weiss et al., 2003). Research and policy communities are more interested in learning about classroom practice through the eyes of the external observer. Therefore, it is imperative that researchers have the means to measure the quality of instruction being implemented in classrooms.

Research-based observation protocols that generate valid and reliable data are needed, but from a measurement perspective, this poses a huge challenge because of the complex, multi-dimensional nature of inquiry instruction that should be the framework of secondary STEM classes (Marshall et al., 2009). In the U.S. National Science Education Standards, inquiry is defined as a multi-faceted activity that involves making observations; posing questions; examining books and other sources of information to see what is already known in light of experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data; proposing answers, explanations, and predictions; and communicating the results. Inquiry requires
identification of assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations (NRC, 1996, p. 23).

The importance of inquiry instruction in learning science is reiterated in the blueprint for the U.S. Next Generation Science Standards:

Standards and performance expectations that are aligned to the framework must take into account that students cannot fully understand scientific and engineering ideas without engaging in the practices of inquiry and the discourses by which such ideas are developed and refined. At the same time, they cannot learn or show competence in practices except in the context of specific content (NRC, 2011, p. 218).

Two observation protocols that have been developed and are often used for assessing the quality of inquiry-based instruction in science classrooms are the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) (Sawada et al., 2002) and the Electronic Quality of Inquiry Protocol (EQUIP) (Marshall et al., 2009). The EQUIP, in particular, was designed for fine-grained examination of inquiry practice. It not only evaluates the quality of discourse and the use of assessments in instruction, but also provides a holistic view of a teacher’s lesson (Marshall et al., 2009). The rationale for choosing these protocols for use in this study and a description of each protocol will be detailed in this paper’s methods section.

Although the quality of inquiry-based instruction may be assessed by these published protocols, no protocol has been developed specifically for evaluating the quality of inquiry-based instruction in secondary chemistry classrooms. Unlike many topics in other science disciplines, only a few concepts in chemistry can be explained by a novice in an experiential way. For instance, exploring the behavior of atoms and molecules requires models. This adds complications for teachers attempting to enact inquiry-based instruction, which is already a complex endeavor.

Theoretical framework

Constructivism

This study is part of a larger project that aims to evaluate the quality of inquiry-based instruction in the classrooms of chemistry teachers participating in a long-term professional development program. The evaluation calls for research-based classroom observation instruments, such as the RTOP or EQUIP, that were created for use as research tools by third-party observers. The psychological perspective of constructivism framed both the development of these instruments and the quality of instruction that the researchers hoped to assess. Constructivism is based on the supposition that knowledge is constructed in the mind of the learner in a continuous process of building and testing (von Glasersfeld, 1989; Bodner et al., 2001). Learning environments framed around a constructivist perspective are characterized by the active engagement of the learner in the development of knowledge instead of rote memorization forced upon the learner (Marshall et al., 2004).

The features of instruction that are reformed in a constructivist perspective differ in quality from those in traditional instruction (Brooks and Brooks, 1999). These differences are highlighted in Table 1. One key difference is the presentation of content. In traditional instruction, the course content is presented with an emphasis on small parts and basic skills, whereas reformed instruction focuses on big picture concepts. A second difference is that student activities involve working with primary sources of information and/or manipulative materials as a part of reformed instruction. In a traditional classroom setting, instruction is didactic in nature and the students have a passive role. An observation of traditional instruction will produce a lower score than instruction which reflects constructivist principles when constructivist-based observation instruments, such as the RTOP, are used (see Table 1).

Johnstone’s triangle

To elucidate or develop the features of a classroom observation instrument that specifically allows effective documentation and evaluation of chemistry instruction and discourse, we must not only understand the nature of chemical knowledge, but also what makes chemistry unique from other disciplines. Taber (2013) stated, “Much scholarship in chemical education draws upon the model of there being three ‘levels’ at which the teaching and learning of chemistry operates” (p. 156). Alex Johnstone (1991, 2000) illustrated these levels of chemical representations as a triangle with the points labeled as macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic (Fig. 1). He suggested that this ‘multi-level thought’

Table 1  Features of traditional and reformed learning environments (Brooks and Brooks, 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional classroom environment</th>
<th>Reformed classroom environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Curriculum presented in small parts with a fixed pacing</td>
<td>● Curriculum focuses on broad conceptual understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Teachers as authority disseminate information to students for later recall</td>
<td>● Activities involve students analyzing primary sources and using manipulative materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Teachers seek correct answers to questions</td>
<td>● Teachers seek student questions and points of view in order to improve instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Assessment of learning is distinct from teaching</td>
<td>● Authentic assessment interwoven with teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1  Johnstone’s triangle representing the three domains of chemical knowledge (Johnstone, 1991).](image-url)
requirement is what makes all science difficult for students to understand, but chemistry specifically requires the coordination of (a) the macroscopic and tangible: what can be observed by the senses; (b) the submicroscopic: atoms, molecules, ions and structures; and (c) the symbolic: symbols, formulas, equations, molarity, mathematical manipulation, and graphs (as cited in Taber, 2013, p. 157). Students find it difficult to connect the three levels of representing matter and will build fragmented mental models of chemical concepts if they are not given the time and opportunity to integrate multiple representations of concepts (Gabel, 1999). Both Bodner and Domin (2000), and Copolo and Hounshell (1995) found that students who were taught to translate between multiple representations in solving a general or an organic chemistry problem were more likely to be successful problem solvers. Johnstone’s triangle as a theoretical framework guides the criteria for the types of representations in chemistry instruction and is a useful framework for an observation instrument developed for chemistry instruction.

Research questions

Based on the research goal – that is, developing an observation instrument that would work in evaluating features most salient for chemistry classroom – two related questions guide this study:

(1) Based on previous research and instructional recommendations, what features should be included in an observational protocol to evaluate the representational elements of inquiry-based teaching in high school chemistry?

(2) How does the evaluation of the instructional use of chemistry representations compare with the evaluation of reformed or inquiry-based instruction in high school chemistry lessons?

Methods

Participants and data collection

The data for this project were obtained from the study of a professional development program Target Inquiry at Miami University (TIMU). TIMU offers 2.5 years of intense professional development to U.S. high school chemistry teachers with a primary goal of improving the quantity and quality of inquiry-based instruction facilitated in secondary chemistry classrooms (Yezierski and Herrington, 2013). At the time of this study, only data from the first year of the TIMU project had been collected, hence only teacher data from the first year of the TIMU study are included in this paper. Institutional review board permission was given to the researchers to collect human subjects’ data for this study. All research participants were provided with information detailing their rights as human subjects and informed consent was obtained from all of the participants.

During the 2012–2013 academic year, we observed 17 different teachers in southwestern Ohio one time as a baseline evaluation of instruction. The observations were scheduled in advance by both the research participant-teacher and the TIMU Principal Investigator, and were videotaped for future analysis by multiple researchers. The 17 lessons observed were labeled as student-centered, laboratory-based, and/or inquiry-based by the teacher. Our purpose in observing these lessons was to capture the various instructional methods that experienced chemistry teachers at the beginning of a professional development program considered to be effective student-centered pedagogy. We did not want to influence the teachers’ pedagogical choices by constraining their lesson topics, teaching method, or length of lesson. Because the teachers had just started the TIMU program, their knowledge and beliefs about inquiry were constructed during their years of experience prior to the TIMU program. The teachers emphasized various factors that they believed were important to label a lesson as inquiry-based. While many of these factors were quite similar (e.g., students exploring phenomena and taking responsibility for some part of the investigation while teachers provided resources and monitored activity), the teachers possessed varying skills and curricular materials for carrying out inquiry-based instruction. The length of each classroom observation varied based on school schedules (e.g., period or block); however, we observed the entire lesson, as defined by the teacher.

Instruments

This study originated with a purposeful review of existing observation protocols (Yezierski, 2014, in press). Protocol selection was based on the following standards: (a) aligns with a constructivist perspective, (b) generates data that not only provides helpful feedback for teachers, but also measures instructional quality, and (c) requires or provides training for observers of varying experience and instructional background. Electronic Quality of Inquiry Protocol (EQUIP) (Marshall et al., 2009) and Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) (Sawada et al., 2002) were selected for subsequent data analysis due to their alignment with these considerations. A description of each protocol follows.

EQUIP. The Electronic Quality of Inquiry Protocol was designed and validated by researchers at Clemson University (Marshall et al., 2009). It was designed to measure the quantity and quality of inquiry-based instruction in elementary and secondary mathematics and science classrooms. The EQUIP is a qualitative and quantitative rubric-style instrument that consists of descriptive indicators and a numerical rating scale. The EQUIP has a total of 19 indicators that are grouped into four constructs: instruction, discourse, assessment, and curriculum. Each indicator is rated on a 4-point scale from 1 to 4 (pre-inquiry to exemplary inquiry). Each construct (four to five indicators) is then given a summative rating based on the essence of the indicators within that particular category. After all four constructs are rated, the lesson is assigned a summative score based on the essence of the indicators within that particular construct scores. Possible scores can range from a low 1 to a high 4.

RTOP. The Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) was designed by the Evaluation Facilitation Group of the Arizona Collaborative for Excellence in the Preparation of Teachers (ACEPT) (Sawada et al., 2002). This instrument consists of 25 items that evaluate a lesson in terms of being (a) standards-based, (b) inquiry-oriented, and (c) student-centered.
The RTOP ultimately provides evidence for whether or not K–20 mathematics and science classes have been reformed, or are more constructivist-based and less traditionally didactic (Sawada et al., 2002). The 25 RTOP items are grouped into three scales: lesson design and implementation, content, and classroom culture. Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale from 0 to 4 (never occurred to very descriptive). An overall RTOP score can range from 0–100, based on the total of all 25 items.

Training of researchers to use the RTOP and EQUIP

All three researchers completed the training to use the RTOP and EQUIP. Two members of the research team were new to the RTOP and learned to use it by first carefully reviewing a collection of papers about the development and use of the RTOP (Piburn et al., 2000; Sawada et al., 2002; Yezierski and Herrington, 2011). The RTOP training required the literature review so that researchers could understand the nature of reformed instruction as it is defined and captured by the instrument as well as each of the RTOP subscales and items. After the literature review, they watched a series of online training videos of instruction, rated them using a modified version of the instrument (Yezierski and Herrington, 2011), and compared their scores to those of expert raters (RTOP developers). After completing the required online training, the researchers debriefed and negotiated the scores from their training videos together. Additional videos of high school chemistry teachers’ lessons were rated, and the team debriefed and negotiated scores. This norming process continued in rounds of 2–3 videos until the gap between new and experienced raters was consistently no more than 5%. The EQUIP training was similar to that of the RTOP. All members of the research team were new to the EQUIP and started training with reviewing literature (Marshall et al., 2009), continued with a webinar and practice scoring of selected training videos, and ended with rating the additional videos of the high school chemistry lessons that were used for RTOP training. It was important to complete training on both instruments with classroom videos that were similar to those in the study. By negotiating and norming with high school chemistry videos (rather than training videos that were either a different content area or educational level), we were able to focus on the disciplinary and developmental characteristics most closely related to the sample under study.

Development of a chemistry instruction observation rubric

Although valid protocols have been developed to assess many different aspects of science teaching, none of the protocols existing in the literature (Yezierski, 2014, in press) addressed the chemistry-specific criteria for effective instruction guided by Johnstone’s triangle (Johnstone, 1991). We endeavored to develop our own protocol to meet this need and to function as a chemistry-specific supplement to an observation protocol for student-centered or inquiry-based instruction. Because the EQUIP (Marshall et al., 2009) was designed and validated specifically for evaluating inquiry-based science and mathematics instruction, we used its descriptive rubric format in our own protocol design.

Review of literature on chemical representations

The development of a chemistry instruction observation protocol began with an examination of the literature focused on the teaching and learning of the representational domains of chemical knowledge, and comparisons between novice and expert understanding of chemistry representations. Chemistry representations can be categorized according to Johnstone’s triangle as macroscopic (experiential materials or activities), submicroscopic (animations, diagrams, or models characterizing the particulate nature of matter), or symbolic (chemical formulas and symbols, graphs, and equations) (Johnstone, 2000; Taber, 2013). Chemistry representations are used regularly by working chemists to think about their investigations and to explain and justify their findings (Kozma, 2003). Representations of chemical phenomena, especially in the submicroscopic (particulate) domain, are also essential in teaching and learning chemistry in order to provide a framework for understanding chemistry concepts (Gabel et al., 1987). Chemistry novices often focus on the surface features of representations, are most familiar with macroscopic representations, and exhibit difficulty in translating between representations of the three domains of chemistry knowledge (Wu et al., 2001). Chemistry experts, on the other hand, can more competently connect representations from different domains from an understanding of underlying chemical concepts (Kozma and Russell, 1997). To guide student development of conceptual understanding, teachers should support students’ connections between the representations and chemistry concepts by (a) explicitly linking representations with verbal descriptions in lessons and in classroom discussion; (b) encouraging student use and development of representations to understand and explain the dynamic nature of chemical phenomena; and (c) promoting understanding of the transformation between two dimensional and three dimensional models (Grosslight et al., 1991; Kozma and Russell, 1997; Wu and Shah, 2004; Chandrasegaran et al., 2008; Chittleborough and Treagust, 2008).

There are compelling reasons for crafting a protocol with a constructivist perspective to evaluate representations in chemistry instruction. For students to move toward expert-like understanding of representations, they must have opportunities to engage in connecting representation levels and negotiating meaning from representations, and not merely adopt or memorize teacher-given representations. For instance, Carolan et al. (2008) have published a framework of pedagogical principles to guide use of representations in mathematics and science teaching and learning which is based in student-centered activity involving student generated representations and evaluation of those representations. The foundation of this framework was grounded in the distributed cognition work of Giere and Moffatt (2003) and meta-representational work of DiSessa (2004). Giere and Moffatt relate that it takes both a person and an external representation to accomplish some cognitive tasks. In science learning, this is exemplified by students using representations as tools to develop conceptual understanding. Similarly, DiSessa valued student-centered teaching about representations to encourage students to do the things that scientists do, namely developing models that help explain science concepts (NRC, 2011). Nyachwaya et al. (2011) found that only by students creating their
own representations could teachers diagnose problems that the students were having in conceptualizing the particulate nature of matter.

Therefore, based on the review of literature, we created four indicators of representations used to illustrate underlying chemical concepts in chemistry instruction, taking into account the EQUIP's descriptive rubric structure, whereby an increasing score on each indicator indicates a move from more teacher-centered instruction [Pre-inquiry (1 point) and Developing inquiry (2 points)] to more student-centered approaches [Proficient inquiry (3 points) and Exemplary inquiry (4 points)]. Because the framework for the new U.S. Next Generation Science Standards (NRC, 2011), as well as previous U.S. science standards called for inquiry-based science instruction or student engagement in the practices of science, we have situated this protocol in an inquiry-based framework. Specifically, the indicators are: R1: a description of who actually used models in the classroom; R2: the extent to which models were connected to conceptual understanding; R3: the quality of classroom discourse around the representations used; and R4: the degree to which the three representation types (macroscopic, particulate, and symbolic) were integrated in the lesson.

The integration of representation types has been featured in much of the literature on use of representations in chemistry. Gabel et al. (1987) recommended an increased emphasis on representing matter at the particulate level. Gabel (1993) reviewed many studies that supported the observation that most chemistry instruction takes place at the symbolic level, and very little connection between macroscopic and particulate levels were observed in typical instruction (Novick and Nussbaum, 1981; Pickering, 1990; Sawrey, 1990; Bunce and Gabel, 1991). In talking with the teachers in this study, most do not recall being taught chemistry with a focus on particulate representations and most have not taught that way with their own students. For its Advanced Placement Chemistry course, the College Board (2013) recently highlighted the importance of emphasizing the particulate level. Therefore, the protocol we have developed values explicit connections at the particulate level with either or both of the other two levels, because explanation occurs at the particulate level in chemistry. Johnstone (1991) warned that integrating all three levels too early in a lesson may result in a cognitive overload, so we have given the option of integration of particulate with only one other domain, depending on the judgment of the teacher. Certainly integration of all three levels in a lesson may be desirable and would be recognized as exemplary inquiry.

Although integration of Johnstone’s levels in a lesson are not necessarily a constituent of inquiry-based instruction (integration could occur in a teacher-centered lesson), it would be difficult to imagine an exemplary inquiry-based lesson in which students were responsible for conceptual development without also students making connections between a particulate model and either macroscopic phenomena or symbolic representation, or both (Harrison and Tregust, 1998; Bridle and Yezierski, 2011).

Development of the representations in chemistry instruction (RICI) protocol. The qualitative description of every indicator at each level (Pre-inquiry through Exemplary Inquiry) was developed in a highly iterative process involving the three chemistry education researchers. Two researchers developed the initial indicators and qualitative descriptions for each level of each indicator. A third researcher joined the effort and independently confirmed the alignment of the indicators with the chemical representations literature cited in the previous section. The qualitative descriptors for each indicator were refined as the researchers returned to the literature, seeking specific research-based recommendations for effectively using representations in inquiry-based chemistry instruction. Then two of the researchers jointly applied the draft protocol to six of the 17 videotaped lessons from teachers participating in the TIMU program, carefully discussing and editing word choice to clearly describe each indicator and negotiating scores for 100% agreement.

The face validity of the protocol, now titled the Representations in Chemistry Instruction (RICI) protocol, was assessed by the three researchers, two of whom were former high school chemistry teachers and currently hold doctorates in curriculum and instruction (science/chemistry education). The third researcher was an accomplished undergraduate chemistry major. The researchers also enlisted six chemistry education graduate students, a post-doctoral research fellow and a full professor in chemistry education research (ranging from proficient to expert in chemistry education instrument development) to examine the protocol for validity in measuring inquiry-based use of representations in secondary chemistry classes. Suggestions for clarity were made and incorporated into the protocol. The final protocol validated and employed in this study is located in Table 2.

The lessons rated were fairly homogeneous, but we wanted the RICI to be able to capture the best possible practices for using representations in an inquiry-based chemistry lesson. We considered the research-based features that an exemplary lesson might have and described such features at the Level 4 for each indicator. Following is a vignette that describes an instructional example which would score at this highest level for all indicators on the RICI.

A teacher suspected that her students did not understand the symbol (aq) in a chemical equation. This understanding was very important for future lessons about chemical reactions. The teacher asked the students to symbolically represent the dissolution of copper(i) chloride. Students worked in pairs to generate their equations and shared them on the board. The teacher facilitated a discussion in which the class came to a consensus about the symbolic representations that were representative of most students’ ideas. Student pairs went into the laboratory and dissolved solid copper(i) chloride in water. They observed the water turning blue, the solid disappearing, and the conductivity meter indicating that ions were present. The students were then asked to develop a particulate representation of copper(i) chloride in the form of drawings before and after it dissolved in water. Student pairs compared their drawings with other pairs and discussed similarities and differences among their representations. The teacher listened in on student discussions and prompted groups to talk about how their drawings fell short of their macroscopic observations. The teacher also asked students to consider the role of water in the process. At this point, students used their macroscopic observations and particulate drawings to revise their symbolic equation of the dissolution process. They revised their particulate
after watching an animation of sodium chloride dissolving in water. The assessment for the lab was to describe sodium chloride dissolving in water using words, symbols and drawings, and explain the role of water in dissolving a salt.

The final RICI protocol was used to rate the remaining 11 (of the 17) videotaped lessons (from 11 different teachers participating in the TIMU study), with two researchers rating all videos independently to analyze inter-rater reliability. The Cohen’s kappa ($k$) score was 0.71, which indicates substantial agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977). The EQUIP, whose structure was the model for the RICI, was analyzed for validity and reliability in much the same way (Marshall et al., 2009). The researchers reconciled any differences in the scores from the 11 lessons and those results are reported in this paper, along with the six lessons initially evaluated during the protocol development process.

### Data analysis using the EQUIP and RTOP

Two of the researchers used the EQUIP to evaluate the same 17 lessons used for validation of the RICI. The researchers negotiated independent EQUIP ratings to achieve agreement on the evaluations. The same 17 lessons were analyzed independently by three trained researchers using the RTOP, with similar inter-rater negotiation sessions.

### Results

#### Comparison of TIMU data using three observation protocols

The RTOP, EQUIP, and RICI protocol scores from each teacher are reported in Table 3. The RTOP scores ranged from 45 to 69, out of a possible 100 points. The EQUIP scores ranged from

---

**Table 2** Representations in chemistry instruction (RICI) protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Pre-inquiry (Level 1)</th>
<th>Developing inquiry (Level 2)</th>
<th>Proficient inquiry (Level 3)</th>
<th>Exemplary inquiry (Level 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1: User description</td>
<td>Teacher incorporated representations into lesson.</td>
<td>Students used teacher-provided representations to a small extent.</td>
<td>Students used teacher-provided representations frequently.</td>
<td>Students developed and tested their own representations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2: Conceptual understanding</td>
<td>Teacher connected one type of representation (macroscopic, symbolic, or particulate) to chemical concept.</td>
<td>Teacher directs students in using more than one type of representation to describe chemical concept.</td>
<td>Students translated one representation of a chemical concept into another representation type (e.g., macroscopic to symbolic, or symbolic to particulate).</td>
<td>Students generated or selected appropriate representations of a concept to make explanations, predictions, or justifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3: Quality of discourse around representations</td>
<td>There was no discourse around the representations.</td>
<td>Teacher typically controlled and directed the explanation of chemical concepts using the representation. Occasional student input focused on description.</td>
<td>Students used representations to explain chemical concepts but did not debate about scope and limitations of representations.</td>
<td>Students engaged in classroom discussion which included explanation and debate about the scope and limitations of the representations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4: Integration of macroscopic, symbolic, and particulate concepts</td>
<td>Lesson focused on one view of chemical phenomena (macroscopic, symbolic, or particulate).</td>
<td>Lesson focused on two views of chemical phenomena but did not explicitly connect multiple domains of chemical knowledge.</td>
<td>Lesson explicitly connected macroscopic and symbolic representational domains.</td>
<td>Lesson connected the particulate representational domain with at least one other domain (macroscopic and/or symbolic).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 3** Scores from RTOP, EQUIP and RICI observation protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>RTOP score</th>
<th>EQUIP score</th>
<th>User description</th>
<th>Concept understanding</th>
<th>Discourse</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belinda</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millie</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tori</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mostly 1's with some 2's (1+) to mostly 4's but some 2's and 3's (4−). The highest score a lesson can receive with EQUIP is a 4 (exemplary inquiry) and the lowest score is a 1 (pre-inquiry). We reported the RTOP and EQUIP scores to show that lessons observed may have the same inquiry or reformed teaching score overall, but score differently on the RICI, depending on the teacher's use of representations. To examine the features of the new instrument, we reported the results from all four indicators of the RICI separately. Each indicator on the RICI is rated from 1 (pre-inquiry) to 4 (exemplary inquiry), with 3 (proficient inquiry) being the target for most lessons (see Table 3).

Discussion

Evaluation of chemistry instruction using the RICI protocol

Our literature review emphasized that a unique and important feature of chemistry instruction is the use of representations at Johnstone's (1991) three levels of chemical thought (macroscopic, symbolic and particulate) to foster deep conceptual understanding. To evaluate how teachers incorporate representations into a chemistry lesson, the RICI protocol was developed using Johnstone's Triangle as a framework. Our results from observing teacher-labeled student-centered activities with the RICI protocol show that, although all the lessons we observed required students to actively use teacher-provided representations (Indicator R1 at level of proficient inquiry), the inquiry levels of the other three indicators varied by the teacher's lesson. Six teachers demonstrated developing inquiry for the other three indicators (3-2-2-2). Seven teachers scored at the proficient inquiry level for two of the indicators and at the developing inquiry level for the other two indicators, in two different ways: (1) five teachers were at the proficient inquiry level in how they integrated representations into the lesson, while at the developing inquiry for conceptual understanding and quality of discourse (3-2-2-3); and (2) two teachers were at the proficient inquiry level in discourse around the representations, while at the developing inquiry level for depth of conceptual understanding and integration of representations (3-2-3-2). Two teachers demonstrated proficient inquiry for all indicators except quality of discourse (3-3-2-3), and two teachers, while at the developing inquiry level for discourse, scored only at the pre-inquiry level for both conceptual understanding and integration of representations in the lesson (3-1-2-1). These varying scores for similar lessons (mostly cookbook-style laboratory investigations) show that the RICI can detect differences in instructional use of representations within lessons of a similar RTOP score. Although all lessons included discourse around the representations, very few of the lessons we observed encouraged students to either explain underlying chemical concepts using representations or discuss the limitations of the representations they were using, therefore most scores for quality of discourse around the representations (Indicator R3) were at the developing inquiry level. We obtained a similar outcome for the use of representations to encourage deeper conceptual understanding (Indicator R2). The 17 lessons we observed focused on chemistry content included in the local science standards for high school chemistry. Teachers employed laboratory investigations or worksheets assigned to small collaborative groups that verified chemical concepts already discussed in previous class sessions. Most lessons we observed featured representations used by the students with obvious teacher control in order to describe chemical phenomena (such as chemical symbols describing an observed chemical reaction). Only two lessons observed encouraged students to translate a macroscopic representation into a symbolic representation without teacher direction (proficient inquiry level). The RICI was able to assess specific features of each chemistry lesson using descriptive indicators that performed independently from each other.

Using multiple representations in instruction does not necessarily equate to improved inquiry; however, the RICI is situated in an inquiry framework. That being said, a lesson could get a high score on Indicator R4 in a teacher centered classroom (for instance, a teacher-delivered lecture that linked macroscopic, particulate and symbolic representations for students, who receive the information passively), while scoring low on Indicators R1 (who used the representations: teacher), R2 (conceptual depth of the representations: description) and R3 (discourse quality around use of the representations: none or teacher controlled). Use of representations could be considered only a content issue, but the RICI was developed to support the idea that content learning is more effective in an inquiry-based pedagogy.

Comparison of RICI protocol evaluations to RTOP and EQUIP evaluations

The observational features of the EQUIP, RTOP, and RICI showed that the teachers’ lessons were primarily in a phase of developing inquiry. This aligns with the nature of the Target Inquiry program at this point in the program—teachers in the program are interested in “doing more inquiry,” but have had very little experience thus far in meaningfully changing their practice through development of curricular materials or even examining what parts of their practice need the most change to be considered inquiry-based. At the extremes of the protocol scores, only one teacher received a pre-inquiry lesson rating and only one teacher received an exemplary inquiry rating on the EQUIP, while two teachers received pre-inquiry ratings on the RICI protocol, for the indicators R2: connecting representations to conceptual understanding, and R4: integration of representational domains in the lesson. No teacher received an exemplary rating for any indicator on the RICI. Likewise, RTOP scores for 15 of the 17 teacher-labeled student-centered lessons ranged from 45 to 51 out of 100 points. This is consistent with MacIsaac and Falconer’s (2002) opinion that lessons scoring between 45 and 55 on the RTOP are more reformed than a traditional lecture with student questions, and typical of a partially reformed high school course with some group work but with most investigation and discourse still under the teacher's control. The narrow range of scores indicated that most of the teachers’ lessons and implementation of those lessons were similar in quality. Because most teachers were doing either a “cookbook-style lab” with their students or
had small groups of students working together to complete a worksheet, both of which focused on application of chemistry algorithms or phenomena description; rather than fostering construction of theory, student-generated scientific explanations, or student-led investigations, this narrow range of scores on the RICI, RTOP, and EQUIP is a reasonable assessment of the quality of the chemistry instruction observed. As a comparison example, teachers presenting material in a lecture with students participating passively would have scored much lower on the RTOP, probably in the 20–25 point range (Macsaac and Falconer, 2002). In contrast, two teachers’ lessons observed did feature a student-generated investigation of a teacher-posed question, and subsequently scored higher on the RTOP (67 and 69 respectively) and higher on the EQUIP (high 3+ and low 4, respectively).

The lessons’ scores on the protocols were also analyzed for performance on specific types of indicators of inquiry-based instruction. This analysis showed that the teachers’ lessons scored relatively higher on RTOP items related to lesson design and implementation than on items related to more complex aspects of inquiry-based teaching such as content (propositional or procedural knowledge) or classroom culture. A similar trend was observed with EQUIP scores. On indicators related to instructional factors such as active student learning and teachers as facilitators, observation scores were higher in comparison to indicators related to discourse and assessment. On the RICI, all the lessons observed encouraged students to employ teacher-provided representations frequently throughout the lesson (R1), which is identified as proficient inquiry. Most teachers reached only a developing inquiry level in terms of using representations to merely describe a chemical concept (R2), which may not foster deep conceptual understanding of a phenomenon. Moreover, most teachers controlled the classroom discourse around representations used in the lesson (developing inquiry), rather than encouraging the students to use the representations to explain chemical concepts in their own words (proficient inquiry) (R3).

Integrating macroscopic, particulate, and symbolic representational domains was the most disparate indicator (R4). While two of the lessons observed used only one type of representation (macroscopic or symbolic) in the lesson (pre-inquiry), the remaining 15 lessons either focused on more than one type (developing inquiry) or explicitly connected more than one type of representation (proficient inquiry). This analysis of the observational features of the protocols chosen or developed in this study highlights the ability of the protocols to demonstrate the aspects of inquiry-based instruction that are either more easily attained (student engagement) or more difficult to incorporate (activities and discourse that support student-generated models and explanations, and use of particulate representations) for teachers who may be interested in using inquiry-based techniques, but have not developed the resources or expertise to enact high quality inquiry-based instruction.

In comparing the scores that lessons received on the RTOP with the scores on the RICI, the most highly reformed lessons (RTOP scores of 67 and 69) did not score much differently on the RICI from those that implemented a more-teacher centered lab or activity and scored in the mid to high 40’s on the RTOP.

The RICI is meant to reliably evaluate how teachers implement representations in an inquiry-based lesson using four indicators, and the RTOP only captures the general use of representations in two items out of 25. RTOP Item 9 in the propositional knowledge construct evaluates the use of representations towards theory development; and RTOP Item 11 in the procedural knowledge construct evaluates the use of a variety of representations. For these two high RTOP lessons, scores on RTOP Item 9 (2 on a 0 to 4 scale) and Item 11 (3 on the 0 to 4 scale), indicate some varied representations were used but with no encouragement toward theory development. Moreover, the RTOP was not designed to evaluate instruction by item or construct. The RICI, however, was designed to identify and describe the following from these two nearly identical lessons: (R1) who was using the representations (students using teacher provided representations), (R2) the depth of conceptual understanding (aimed at description of a chemical concept), (R3) the talk among students about the representations (focused on their own explanations of the concept), and (R4) the integration of representations (did not explicitly connect the macroscopic and symbolic representations). Therefore, the RICI provided a much more complete picture of chemistry-specific instruction with respect to use of representations, while the RTOP and EQUIP were able to evaluate the quality of instruction in other ways. The RTOP was able to quantify the quality of reformed-based teaching, and the EQUIP provided qualitative descriptors that were both reliable and valid for evaluating the lessons of the TIMU teachers in their first year of a 2.5 year professional development program.

Conclusion

It is imperative that chemistry education researchers have the means to measure the quality of inquiry-based instruction in classrooms. Because of the complex, multifaceted nature of inquiry instruction that should frame chemistry teaching, it has been very challenging to develop an observation protocol that assesses the chemistry instruction in a valid and reliable manner (Marshall et al., 2009). However, our work here provides a description of the development of a chemistry-specific observation protocol, RICI, which could act as a valuable addendum to the EQUIP or RTOP for secondary chemistry teachers (see Table 2). The instrument development descriptions and the new protocol from this study lay the groundwork for further research into inquiry based teaching for secondary chemistry classrooms.

Implications for research

Similar to the developers of the EQUIP, we were stymied by the lack of a specific observational protocol for our particular type of research on inquiry-based teaching in high school chemistry. The RICI protocol was designed to be used as a type of rubric, along with an inquiry-based or constructivist-based instructional observation protocol (such as the EQUIP or RTOP) for observing high school classrooms where the content being taught is predominantly chemistry or biochemistry and when the lesson is intended to support some degree of inquiry-based
teaching. The RICI captured qualities of chemistry teacher instruction that the RTOP or EQUIP was not developed to do, namely, (a) using Johnstone’s (1991) levels of representation in chemistry instruction, especially the particulate level, that is necessary for deep conceptual understanding in chemistry; and (b) supporting students’ ability to translate one representation into another representation level depending on conceptual views (Wu et al., 2001); (c) fostering student discourse about concepts underlying the representations used in a lesson (Grosslight et al., 1991); and (d) making explicit connections between multiple representation levels (Wu and Shah, 2004). The RICI was explicitly designed to be used as an observational protocol in an inquiry-based instructional setting. It may be a limitation of the RICI that it was not designed to be used to evaluate chemistry lectures or other teacher-centered instructional methods.

With the protocol’s initial interrater reliability measure indicating substantial agreement between trained, independent observers of our study’s teacher participants, we have assessed the reliability of the data generated by the RICI protocol with research-based descriptive indicators and adequate user training similar to the EQUIP and RTOP to maintain a high degree of consistency from observer to observer. With its basis in chemistry education literature, the RICI protocol, combined with other appropriate observational protocols, can also help researchers more accurately measure the quality of chemistry instruction than using previously published protocols alone.

Implications for practice

Observation instruments are beneficial tools for researchers looking to study the quality of instruction being led in classrooms, but they also provide useful information for classroom teachers. Furthermore, observation instruments can illustrate features of quality practice by providing concrete descriptions, especially in protocols like the EQUIP and the RICI which have descriptive indicators for each individual item. Because its descriptors are grounded in research-based recommendations for high quality instruction, the RICI protocol provides meaningful data from its descriptive indicators for chemistry teachers to improve their practice, and ultimately strengthen student-learning outcomes, similar to the EQUIP (Joe et al., 2013). The scores provided from the instrument not only show a teacher how a lesson ranked in terms of representations used for instruction, but can also guide improvement of the lesson by considering the qualitative descriptors associated with higher levels of inquiry for each indicator.

Future plans

Use of the RICI protocol, along with the RTOP and EQUIP, by trained observers for the TIMU project is ongoing in order further validate the RICI protocol and to measure teacher quality changes in the use of representations in chemistry instruction over a long-term professional development program. We will continue to refine the training for new observers. We also plan to use the RICI protocol as a way to provide feedback for teachers wishing to improve their inquiry practice in chemistry teaching in long-term professional development.
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